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ABSTRACT

Among many research efforts devoted to automated art in-
vestigations, the problem of quantification of literary style
remains current. Meanwhile, linguists and computer scien-
tists have tried to sort out texts according to their types or
authors. We use the recently-introduced p-leader multifrac-
tal formalism to analyze a corpus of novels written for adults
and young adults, with the goal of assessing if a difference in
style can be found. Our results agree with the interpretation
that novels written for young adults largely follow conven-
tions of the genre, whereas novels written for adults are less
homogeneous.

Index Terms— Multifractal analysis, p-leaders, text anal-
ysis, stylometry

1. INTRODUCTION

Automated and computerized analysis of texts. The in-
terest in automated and computerized art investigations in-
creased recently [1–3]. This has notably been the case for the
analysis of literary texts [4–8], with diverse goals, such as au-
thorship detection [5], quantification of translation effects [4]
or style [6, 7, 9].

Features used in text-resemblance measurement can be
strictly quantitative (sentence length, word length or fre-
quency, n-grams. . . ) or they can be qualitatively motivated
(lexical or syntactic cues. . . ). Impressive progress has been
made in genre classification, but time-saving methods capa-
ble of dealing with fuzzy genre-types or multi-genre texts
remain to be developed [10]. In order to use mathematical
and statistical tools introduced in signal processing, a first
and key step consists in deriving from the text a digital signal
that usually consists of quantified counts on text attributes.
Such data have been analyzed using a wide range of tools.

This work was supported by ANR grant AMATIS #112432.

For instance, descriptive statistics [5] or heavy-tailed distri-
butions [11], provide overall static information. Additionally,
data may be analyzed as time series, where temporal dynam-
ics are assumed to be irregular and complex and to convey
crucial information for analysis and interpretation. In this
case, suitable tools range from entropies [12] to multifractal
analysis [4, 7].
Multifractal analysis. This stands out as a convenient
method to quantify the irregularity of a time series; it is based
on the study of the scale-invariance properties of the signal,
i.e. assumes that no time-scale plays a predominant role in
the description of the time-series’ dynamics, but rather that
all time-scales should be considered jointly. Though there
exist several implementations of multifractal analysis (e.g.
the wavelet modulus maxima [13], multifractal detrended
fluctuation analysis [14] and wavelet leaders [15]) a new
variant has recently been proposed: the p-leader multifractal
formalism [16,17]. This technique provides potentially richer
information [16, 18] with improved and robust estimation
performances [17].
Identification of writing styles. An important problem in the
field of natural language processing is the identification of
relevant, easily-selectable cues to determine similarities be-
tween text types. N-grams methods have shown that counter-
intuitive digital signals were quite reliable to identify author
or genre [9]. Yet, it is another challenge to automatically es-
timate resemblance between literary texts, i.e. rich, creative
writing productions that most readers can intuitively identify
according to audience target. One hypothesis is that young
adult (YA) novels are not written in the same way than adult
(AD) novels. Independently of topic content, the YA / AD
classification, provided by publishers, seems to be grounded
on narrative and linguistic features, linked to a scale of text
difficulty (see [19] for automated evaluation of text difficulty).
Yet, it is not clear what the actual reality of this alleged clas-
sification is.
Goals, contributions and outline. In this context, we pro-



Table 1. Corpus. List of novels in the analyzed corpus.
ID Title Author Class
1 The Amber Spyglass P. Pulman YA
2 Bloody Red Baron K. Newman AD
3 The Bad Beginning L. Snicket YA
4 A Bend on the Road N. Sparks AD
5 The Blade Itself J. Abercrombie AD
6 The Dante Club M. Pearl AD
7 Divergent V. Roth YA
8 Hunger Games S. Collins YA
9 Legend M. Lu YA

10 Little Friend D. Tartt AD
11 The Luminaries E. Catton AD
12 Missing You H. Coben AD
13 Never Let Me Go K. Ishiguro AD
14 Oracle Night P. Auster AD
15 The Order of the Phoenix J.K. Rowling YA
16 The Lightning Thief R. Riordan YA
17 Seconds Away H. Coben YA
18 Selection K. Cass YA
19 The Silent Boy L. Lowry YA
20 Struck by Lightning C. Colfer YA
21 Trading in Danger E. Moon AD
22 Twilight S. Meyer YA
23 The Casual Vacancy J.K. Rowling YA
24 Whale Talk C. Crutcher YA

25
Youth: Scenes from

Provincial Life II
J.M. Coetzee AD

pose to use the p-leader multifractal formalism [16, 17] to
provide quantitative information that enables to distinguish
between novels written for Adults (AD) and Young Adults
(YA). We focus on time series consisting of the word count of
sentences. In that regard, we use a corpus of 25 contemporary
novels in English written for AD and YA (described in Sec-
tion 2). From these novels, we extracted time series consisting
of sentence lengths (in words), as described in Sec. 2. Then,
we applied the p-leader multifractal formalism, described in
Sec. 3, to obtain the results detailed and discussed in Sec. 4.

2. MATERIALS

Book collection. We analyzed a corpus of 25 best-sellers,
written in English, and published between 1989 and 2014; 13
are targeted at YA, while the remaining 12 are targeted at AD.
Table 1 shows information on these novels. The left-column
tags are used as identifiers for the plots in Sec. 4.
Preprocessing. We identified the sentences in all novels au-
tomatically by means of the Unitex corpus processing suite1.
This software provided landmarked sentences for each novel.
Each sentence was further split at whitespace characters into

1Originally developed by Sébastien Paumier, and now a community
project. See http://www-igm.univ-mlv.fr/˜unitex/.

Table 2. Novel lengths. Statistics on the number of sentences
for the novels in the corpus.

mean std min max
YA 10603.2 5225.54 3271 20298
AD 9713.85 7222.78 1666 29247
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Fig. 1. Example data. Sentence length time series for YA
(top) and AD (bottom).

a list of words, the length of which was measured to form the
sentence-length time-series that we analyze. Table 2 shows
information on the length of the time series for each class.
Further, Fig. 1 shows examples of such time series for both
YA (top) and AD (bottom) novels, exhibiting highly irregular
dynamics in both cases. In order to use the tools of multi-
fractal analysis, we now interpret these discrete sequences as
functions of a continuous real parameter t which have been
discretized.

3. P -LEADER MULTIFRACTAL ANALYSIS

Local regularity. Let X ∈ Lploc(R) for p ≥ 1. X is said
to belong to T pα(t), with α > −1/p, if there exist C,R > 0
and a polynomial Pt (with deg(Pt) < α) such that ∀α < R,(

1
a

∫ t+a/2
t−a/2 |X(u)− Pt(u− t)|p du

)1/p
≤ Caα. The p-ex-

ponent of X at t is defined as hp(t) = sup{α : X ∈ T pα(t)},
and provides a measure of the regularity of X at time t. The
particular case where p = ∞ corresponds to the well-known
Hölder exponent [20]. The p-exponent can be considered as
a natural extension of the Hölder exponent that allows to deal
with functions that are not bounded (but belong to Lp), and
for which hp may admit negative values (larger than −1/p).
Multifractal spectrum. For multifractal models, estimation
of the function hp(t) itself (which is highly erratic) is not use-
ful, and the distribution of its values is more pertinent. One
thus considers the multifractal spectrum Dp(h), defined as
the Hausdorff dimension of the set of points t where hp(t)
takes a given value: Dp(h) = dimH({t : hp(t) = h})



[16]. Since neither Hausdorff dimensions nor pointwise p-
exponents can be estimated directly from their definitions, a
procedure termed multifractal formalism is used for the esti-
mation of the multifractal spectrum [21].
Wavelet coefficients. Let ψ be a mother wavelet, i.e. a
zero-average compactly-supported function with Nψ van-
ishing moments (i.e. orthogonal to polynomials of order
less than Nψ), and such that the {ψj,k(t) = 2−jψ(2−jt −
k)}(j,k)∈N2 (obtained by dilations and translations of ψ)
form an orthonormal basis of L2(R). The (L1-normalized)
discrete wavelet transform coefficients are defined as cj,k =
2−j〈ψj,k|X〉 (cf. e.g. [22], for details on wavelet transforms).
Wavelet p-leaders. p-leaders are defined as local Lp-norms
of scaled wavelet coefficients [16, 17]

`
(p)
j,k :=

( ∑
λ′⊂3λ

|cλ′ |p 2j
′−j
) 1

p

, (1)

with λ = λj,k = [k2j , (k + 1)2j), cλ = cj,k and 3λ =⋃
m∈{−1,0,1} λj,k+m. That is, the local norm considers all

wavelet coefficients in a narrow time neighbourhood of t =
2jk, and for all finer scales j′ ≤ j. p-leaders allow to measure
the p-exponent since `(p)j,k ∼ 2hp(t) for j →∞ [16, 18].
Multifractal formalism. The p-leader multifractal formal-
ism allows to estimate Dp(h) from the scale-invariance prop-
erties of the `(p). It is defined as follows [17]: First, structure
functions are defined as sample moments of p-leaders:

Sp(j, q) = 2j
2−j∑
k=1

(
`
(p)
j,k

)q
∼ 2jζp(q), j → −∞. (2)

The scaling function ζp(q) provides information on the scale-
invarance properties of X , and can be estimated by linear re-
gressions of log2 Sp(j, q) versus j. Then, the concave hull of
Dp(h) is obtained as the Legendre transform of ζp(q) [20]:

Dp(h) ≤ Lp(h) := min
q

(1 + qh− ζ(p)(q)). (3)

In practice, the function Lp(h) is the only accessible quantity
and is used as the estimate of Dp(h).
Log-cumulants. Instead of computing the function ζ(q) di-
rectly from the p-leaders, we will follow [23] and compute a
polynomial approximation instead: ζ(q) =

∑∞
m=1 cmq

m/m!.
Interestingly, the coefficients cm, which are called log-
cumulants, are related to the decay across the scales of the
cumulants C(p)

m (j) = Cumm ln `
(p)
j,·

C(p)
m (j) = C

(p)
0 + c(p)m ln 2j , j → −∞. (4)

Therefore, c(p)m can be estimated by linear regressions of
C

(p)
m (j) against ln 2j , for all scales j ∈ [j1, j2]. The coeffi-

cient c1 measures the second order (or correlation) properties
of X , whereas c(p)m , m ≥ 2, characterize the higher-order
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Fig. 2. Sample logscale diagrams, for C(p)
1 (j) (left column)

and C(p)
2 (j) (right column), and for both classes (top and bot-

tom rows). The regression line is shown in blue.

statistical behavior of X . In practice, the energy of the cumu-
lants decreases rapidly withm, so that most of the multifractal
information is contained in the first two log-cumulants: c(p)1

measures the dominant regularity, while c(p)2 estimates the
range of p-exponents present in the data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis parameters. The analysis was performed using a
Daubechies wavelet with Nψ = 3 vanishing moments. The
value p = 2 was used for p-leaders, since it offers improved
estimation performance as shown in [17]; we checked that this
choice satisfies the minimum regularity conditions detailed
in [16,17]. We verified that results do not change substantially
for different choices of p. All regressions were performed in
the range of scales j ∈ [3, 8], which corresponds to 23 = 8 to
28 = 256 sentences.
Scale invariance. Fig. 2 shows examples of logscale dia-
grams (cf. (4)) for C1(j) (left column) and C2(j) (right col-
umn), corresponding to the two time series in Fig. 1. All plots
display a good linear behavior in the range of scales j ∈ [3, 8],
evidencing the scale-invariant nature of the data (in agreement
with results in [7] for a different corpus). This indicates that
the analysis of a single sentence length is insufficient to fully
characterize the dynamics; rather, the relationship between
all sentence lengths needs to be considered. Thus, analysis
of logscale diagrams in these two representative cases high-
lights the relevance of the multifractal paradigm for this kind
of data. A similar behavior was seen in all time series under
analysis.
Multifractal spectra. Fig. 3 shows the multifractal spectra
corresponding to the two time series in Fig. 1. Both spectra
have a wide support, showing clearly the multifractal nature
of the data. Moreover, they suggest that the data only have
singularities of exponent h > 0.5, indicating the presence of
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Fig. 3. Sample multifractal spectra (black solid line with
points), for YA (right) and AD (left). The blue dashed and
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Fig. 4. Multifractal features. The number tags correspond
to those listed in Table 1.

positive correlations in the lengths of sentences. This charac-
teristic is shared by all analyzed texts.

Further, Fig. 3 shows the multifractal spectra computed
from the first and second halves of each time series (blue
dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively). These spectra
are remarkably similar to the one computed from the entire
time series. This clearly shows that multifractality and scale
invariance provide robust and consistent characterizations of
temporal dynamics across the entire books, and that they are
not an artifact caused by nonstationarity.
Multifractal features. Fig. 4 shows the scatter plots of co-
efficients c1 and c2 for all texts, with YA and AD shown in
red dots and blue crosses, respectively. Interestingly, texts
for YA mostly group in a well-formed cluster around point
(0.65,−0.02), while texts for AD appear to be less homoge-
neous and scattered throughout the plot. This result might be
understood in the sense that novels for YA are probably less
“creative” in terms of narrative style, meaning that the rules
of the genre prevail over the author’s style.

A detailed analysis of metadata and literary information
concerning the novels is useful to better understand some
points that appear a priori as outliers. Novel 19, “The Silent
Boy”, is categorized by its publisher as both a young adult

novel and a historical fiction. Novel 24, “Whale talk” uses
coarse language and features “adult” content. Contrary to
other YA novels, both 19 and 24 are realistic fictions studied
in class for their literature quality. Thus, both books have
been perceived by critics and readers to not fully belong to
the YA class because of either their theme or style. Interest-
ingly, these differences are picked up also by the multifractal
features, which clearly makes such novels stand out.

Two AD novels, 5 and 21, fall clearly into the cluster of
YA novels. Interestingly, novel 5, “The Blade Itself”, is a
fantasy novel whose author recently published a young adult
novel series. Novel 21, “Trading in Danger”, is a science
fiction novel whose author is also prolific in fantasy novels.

Two authors, H. Coben and J.K. Rowling were repre-
sented in the corpus in both classes (HC: novel 12 (AD), 17
(YA); JKR: novel 23 (AD), 15 (YA)). It is interesting to no-
tice that their novels appear in the same cluster, even though
Rowling’s AD novel is located at the margin. On the whole,
the multifractal features allow to identify the most uncon-
ventional and literary works independently of the AD/YA
classification. Thus, novels by E. Catton (11), K. Ishiguro
(13), P. Auster (14), L. Lowry (19), C. Crutcher (24), JM
Coetzee (25) are located outside the cluster. Yet, the vicinity
of N. Sparks’ and D. Tartt’s novels is surprising, the first one
being a typical romance and the second an original literary
novel. As for the AD/YA classification – independently of
topic content – it seems correlated to literary quality and
convention only.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented preliminary results on the use of multifrac-
tal features to quantify the differences in style of contempo-
rary novels targeted at adults or young adults. We have used
the state-of-the-art p-leader multifractal formalism to analyze
a moderately-sized corpus of novels. Our results show that the
style of novels targeted at young adults is more homogeneous
and consistent, suggesting that in this case the rules of the
genre predominate over the style of the author. These encour-
aging results will serve as a starting point for a more extensive
analysis, where the corpus will be extended with other novels
to test again the author parameter (eg. Cohen, Rowling) and
the fiction genre (eg. romance, fantasy, realistic) parameter.
Also, other digital signals than sentence length will be taken
into account to improve resemblance measurement.
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